NEWS ANNOUNCEMENT
EuroAsia Interconnector

Enthusiasm and commitment in Israel for the
Greece – Cyprus – Israel energy bridge

In an atmosphere of excitement and confidence in Tel Aviv on Sunday (4 March 2012), Israel
endorsed its commitment to implementing the EuroAsia Interconnector energy bridge project
connecting Greece, Cyprus and Israel.
In a buzzing and packed out press conference, the Minister of Energy and Water of Israel, Mr Uzi
Landau, highlighted the importance of the submarine cable to Israel’s strategic plan for economic
development and energy security. Mr. Landau emphasised both his personal commitment and that
of the Government of Israel to bringing this great venture to fruition.
The Vice-President of the Israel Electric Corporation, Mr Yasha Hain, gave a vivid depiction of the
modern project, likening it to the Biblical exodus of the Israelites out of the wilderness in their
miraculous crossing of the Red Sea.
The Chairman of the Israel Electric Corporation, Mr Yiftach Ron Tal, described it as an historic
moment, which brings Israel closer to the day on which it ceases to be an "economic and energy
island" and is connected to the pan-European electricity grid.
The Chairman of PPC - Quantum Energy, Nasos Ktorides, said that this inspired partnership can only
bring benefits to its three partners. “Greece will increase its energy efficiency, and will become a
major player in the European energy arena. Cyprus will cease to be an island and will provide a
steady flow of energy inside and outside the country, and Israel will become an important energy
carrier in the European continent,” he said.
In a brief address, the ambassadors of Greece and Cyprus expressed the support of their
governments for taking the project forward.
The completion and review of the feasibility study by the three project partners within 2012 will
mark the end of first phase and the beginning of the implementation phase, which will take 36
months.

The submarine EuroAsia Interconnector energy bridge will connect Israel, Cyprus, Crete and the
Peloponnese, securing their participation in the pan-European electricity grid. Through this the three
signatory countries gain energy security and independence and can export power to European
countries that have an energy deficit.
The 2000 MW capacity, the 540 nautical mile cable length and the maximum depth of 2000 metres
which it is expected to reach, will make the whole exercise the world’s longest electric cable
connection to date.
The project implementation cost of approximately € 1.5 billion is particularly attractive for the
Republic of Cyprus, since the full funding is being assumed by PPC - Quantum Energy.
The cost of the investment will be recouped 1,500 days from the day of operation, while revenue
over the lifetime of the project is expected to reach €17.5 billion.
For more information on the progress of the EuroAsia Interconnector, please contact the President
of PPC - Quantum Energy, Mr. Nasos Ktorides or the Director, Mr. George Killas, on Tel. +357 22 79
22 00.

